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Abstract
In this paper, the authors propose a numerical method to compute the solution of a Cauchy problem with
blow-up of the solution. The problem is split in two parts: a hyperbolic problem which is solved by using
Hopf and Lax formula and a parabolic problem solved by a backward linearized Euler method in time and a
9nite element method in space. It is proved that the numerical solution blows up in a 9nite time as the exact
solution and the support of the approximation of a self-similar solution remains bounded. The convergence of
the scheme is obtained.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper deals with the study of a numerical method to compute the solution of the Cauchy
problem:
wt − (wmwx)x = wm+1; t ¿ 0; x∈R;
w(x; 0) = w0(x)¿ 0; x∈R; (1.1)
w0 is a function with compact support and m is positive.
Theoretical results on this problem have been studied by Samarskii et al. [18], see also [1–6,17].
The solution blows up in a 9nite time and is localized, that is the solution goes to in9nity on a set
of bounded length.
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In [12,13], we have proposed a method to solve an analogous problem on a bounded domain ,
when the initial condition is strictly positive on ; in this case, the solution blows up in a 9nite
time if 1()¡m+1, (1() is the 9rst eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem −G
=
; x∈; 
=
0; x∈ @). The numerical solution is computed by using the function u=wm+1, so the nonlinearity
of the problem is reported on the derivative in time. This solution has the same properties as the
exact solution, in particular blowup in 9nite time, (see also [14]). Numerical results concerning this
problem or similar problems can be found in [15,16]. But we cannot extend this method to the case
of the Cauchy problem since it does not allow the extension of the initial domain. So, in this case
we choose a splitting method. But in order to apply this method, it is more convenient to work with
the function u= wm.
Problem (1.1) may be written:
ut − (1=m)u2x − uuxx = mu2; t ¿ 0; x∈R;
u(x; 0) = u0(x) = wm0 (x)¿ 0; x∈R: (1.2)
This problem may be split in two parts: a hyperbolic problem which will be solved exactly at the
nodes at each time step and allows the extension of the domain and a parabolic problem which will
be solved by a backward linearized Euler method which allows the blow up of the solution.
An outline of the paper is as follows:
In Section 2, we present the numerical method and the computation of the two parts of the
solution.
In Section 3, we proceed with the study of the properties of the solution of the scheme and obtain
estimates of the solution.
Section 4 is devoted to the convergence of the scheme.
In Section 5, we prove that the numerical solution blows up in a 9nite time and in Section 6, we
prove that the approximate solution of a self-similar solution keeps a bounded support.
2. Denition of the numerical problem
In order to solve problem (1.2), we separate it in two parts: a hyperbolic problem
ut − 1m(ux)
2 = 0; x∈R; t ¿ 0 (2.1)
and a parabolic problem
ut − uuxx = mu2; x∈R; t ¿ 0: (2.2)
We denote by Gtn the time increment (or time step) between the time levels tn and tn+1; n¿ 0
and by unh the approximate solution at the time level tn. This solution will be in a 9nite-dimensional
space which will be de9ned below.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the initial condition is a continuous function with
a symmetric compact support [− s0; s0]. Let N ∈N, the space step h is de9ned by h= s0=N ; we note
xi = ih; i∈Z, Ii = (xi−1; xi) and we de9ne the 9nite-dimensional space V 0h by
V 0h = {’h ∈C0(R)=’h(x) = 0; x ∈ ]− s0;+s0[; ’h|Ii ∈P1; i =−N + 1; N}: (2.3)
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For ’h ∈V 0h , we note ’i = ’h(xi); i∈Z and for any function v∈C0(R) with compact support
[− s0;+s0], we de9ne its interpolate by 0hv∈V 0h and 0hv(xi); i∈Z.
The support of the solution unh will be denoted [− sn+; sn+] and will be computed at each time level
by solving (2.1)
We denote
Nn− =
[
sn−
h
]
; N n+ =
[
sn+
h
]
; hn− = s
n
− − (Nn− − 1)h; hn+ = sn+ − (Nn+ − 1)h
(for x∈R; [x] denotes the greatest integer less than x), so we get: h6 hn−; hn+ ¡ 2h.
We then de9ne the 9nite-dimensional space Vnh by
Vnh =
{
’h ∈C0(R)=’h(x) = 0; x ∈ ]− sn−; sn+[; ’h|Ii ∈P1; i =−Nn− + 2; N n+ − 1
’h|(−sn− ; x−Nn−+1); ’h|(xNn+−1 ; s
n
+) ∈P1
}
(2.4)
and denote by nhv the Lagrange interpolate in V
n
h of a function v∈C0(R) with a compact support
in [− sn−; sn+].
The solution un+1h at the time level tn+1 is computed in two steps: knowing u
n
h, we compute 9rst
an approximate solution of (2.1) which will be denoted un+1=2h ; then starting with this intermediate
value, we compute an approximate solution of (2.2) at time level tn+1.
The function unh is de9ned by its values at the nodes xi; −Nn− + 16 i6Nn+ − 1 and the limits
of its support sn−; sn+. When we solve (2.1), we compute the support of u
n+1=2
h : [− sn+1− ; sn+1+ ] and if
sn+1+ ¿ (Nn++1)h (resp. s
n+1
− ¿ (Nn−+1)h), we get N
n+1
+ =N
n
++1 (resp. N
n+1
− =Nn−+1) and we need
to compute the values of the solution at the nodes xNn+ (resp. x−Nn−). If we use a P1-interpolation
polynomial between the nodes xNn+−1 and s
n
+ (resp. −sn− and x−Nn−+1), the value obtained at xNn+, (resp.
x−Nn−) is too large when the derivative of the solution is null at the limit s
n
+ (resp. −sn−) and this
also increases the error on the limits of the support. So it will be interesting to use a P2-interpolation
polynomial between xNn+−2; xNn+−1; s
n
+ (resp. −sn−; x−Nn−+1; x−Nn−+2). In this case, when the derivative
of the solution at sn+ (resp. −sn−) is null, the approximation at the node xNn+ (resp. x−Nn−) will be in
O((hn+−h)2) (resp. O((hn−−h)2)) instead of O((hn+−h)hn+) (resp. O((hn−−h)hn−)) in the case of the
P1-interpolation. But, a P2-approximation does not conserve the monotonicity and the positivity of
the scheme; so we shall use a P2-approximation only when the polynomial is convex so it will be
below the P1-approximation and we conserve only the positive part of the polynomial. We denote
u˜nh the function thus obtained by modifying u
n
h on the intervals (xNn+−1; s
n
+) and (−sn−; x−Nn−+1).
Then if S is the semi-group operator associated with (2.1), we de9ne
u˜ n+1=2 = S(Gtn)u˜nh: (2.5)
The support of this function will be denoted [− sn+1− ; sn+1+ ] and the interpolate of u˜ n+1=2 in Vn+1h will
be denoted un+1=2h = 
n+1
h u˜
n+1=2.
Then starting with un+1=2h , the function u
n+1
h is obtained by solving (2.2) with a backward linearized
Euler method in time and a P1-9nite element method with numerical integration in space. This
function has the same support as u˜ n+1=2.
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2.1. Computation of the solution of the hyperbolic problem
We use the Hopf and Lax formula which gives explicitely the solution to (2.1) with the starting
data u˜nh at the time level t = tn. Actually, the solution of an equation of the form
ut = f(ux); u(x; 0) = u0(x) (2.6)
with f convex, f∈C2(R) and u0 ∈L∞(R) is given at any point x∈R and any time t ¿ 0 by the
Hopf–Lax formula:
u(x; t) = sup
y∈R
(
u0(y)− tf∗
(
y − x
t
))
; (2.7)
where f∗ stands for the Fenchel transform of f, that is f∗(p) = sup ∈R( p− f( )).
This formula was used by Hopf in [7] and Lax in [10] to construct the solution of a conservation
law; they set v= ux in (2.6) and derive (2.6) to get the conservation law vt =(f(v))x. This formula
can be easily adapted to a concave function f since −f is convex in this case. A short lecture on
this formula is to be found in [11]. Formula (2.7) may be written u(:; t) = S(t)u0 where S(t) is a
semi-group operator which is contractive for the L∞-norm for f¿ 0 and f(0) = 0. We may notice
that the set of admissible Cauchy data is wider than L∞, depending on the behavior of f at in9nity.
For our application, we get f∗(p) = mp2=4 since f( ) =  2=m and we obtain
u˜ n+1=2(x) = sup
y∈R
(
u˜nh(y)−
m(y − x)2
4Gtn
)
: (2.8)
Since un+1=2h is the Lagrange interpolate of this function, it is suLcient to compute s
n+1
+ ; s
n+1
− and
the values of u˜ n+1=2 at the nodes xi; i∈Z.
We de9ne the piecewise constant function vnh by
vni =
uni − uni−1
h
on Ii; −Nn− + 26 i6Nn+ − 1;
vnNn+ =−
unNn+−1
hn+
on (xNn+−1; s
n
+);
vn−Nn−+1 =
un−Nn−+1
hn−
on (−sn−; x−Nn−+1): (2.9)
The P2-interpolation polynomial between the nodes xNn+−2, xNn+−1; s
n
+ may be written:
 (y) =
(y − sn+)(y − xNn+−1)
h(h+ hn+)
unNn+−2 −
(y − sn+)(y − xnNn+−2)
hhn+
unNn+−1 (2.10)
whose second derivative is 2"n+ with
"n+ =−
unNn+−1
hhn+
+
unNn+−2
h(h+ hn+)
: (2.11)
If "n+ ¿ 0, we shall use the positive part of  on (xNn+−1; s
n
+) which will be denoted  1.
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If we denote by v˜nNn+ the derivative of  at s
n
+, which is
v˜nNn+ =−
h+ hn+
hhn+
unNn+−1 +
hn+
h(h+ hn+)
unNn+−2 (2.12)
we obtain
 1(y) = max((y − sn+)2"n+ + (y − sn+)v˜nNn+ ; 0); xNn+−16y6 sn+: (2.13)
If v˜nNn+6 0, then  is nonnegative on (xNn+−1; s
n
+) and  1 =  .
If v˜nNn+ ¿ 0, then  is negative for y¿y0 = s
n
+ − v˜nNn+="n+ and y0 ∈ [xNn+−1; sn+].
By the same way, we use a P2-interpolation polynomial on (−sn−; x−Nn−+1) when "n− (de9ned in
the same manner as "n+) is positive. Its positive part will be denoted by  2(y).
Then the function u˜nh is de9ned on [− sn−; sn+] by
u˜nh(y) = u
n
h(y); x−Nn−+16y6 xNn+−1; (2.14)
u˜nh(y) =
{
unh(y) if "
n
+6 0;
 1(y) if "n+ ¿ 0;
xNn+−16y6 s
n
+; (2.15)
u˜nh(y) =
{
unh(y) if "
n
−6 0;
 2(y) if "n−¿ 0;
− sn−6y6 x−Nn−+1: (2.16)
Let us 9rst compute the values of u˜ n+1=2 at the nodes xi; −Nn− + 16 i6Nn+ − 1.
From (2.1), we get
un+1=2i =max
(
sup
y6xi
(
u˜nh(y)−
m(y − xi)2
4Gtn
)
; sup
y¿xi
(
u˜nh(y)−
m(y − xi)2
4Gtn
))
: (2.17)
Denoting by ’i(y) = u˜nh(y)− m(y − xi)2=4Gtn, we get
’i(y) = uni + (y − xi)vni −
m(y − xi)2
4Gtn
on Ii; −Nn− + 26 i6Nn+ − 2: (2.18)
If −mh6 2Gtn vni 6 0, the derivative of this function is null at the point y∗ = xi + (2Gtn=m)vni and
y∗ ∈ Ii. Hence, we get
sup
y6xi
’i(y) = uni +
Gtn
m
(max(0;−vni ))2: (2.19)
In the same manner, we obtain
sup
y¿xi
’i(y) = uni +
Gtn
m
(max(0; vni+1))
2 (2.20)
with 2Gtn vni+16mh if v
n
i+1¿ 0.
So if we impose the stability condition (which corresponds to the well-known Courant–Friedrichs
–Lewy condition)
2Gtn
m
max
−Nn−+16i6Nn+
|vni |6 h (2.21)
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we conclude that
un+1=2i = u
n
i +
Gtn
m
(max(0;−vni ; vni+1))2 for − Nn− + 26 i6Nn+ − 2: (2.22)
For i = Nn+ − 1, in the case "n+6 0, we obtain as for the preceding nodes
un+1=2Nn+−1 = u
n
Nn+−1 +
Gtn
m
(max(0;−vnNn+−1))2 since vnNn+ ¡ 0: (2.23)
If "n+ ¿ 0, we use the P2-interpolation polynomial on (xNn+−1; s
n
+) and we get
’Nn+−1(y) =  1(y)−
m(y − xNn+−1)2
4Gtn
; y∈ (xNn+−1; sn+): (2.24)
The function  1 is nonincreasing on (xNn+−1; s
n
+) and we again obtain
sup
y¿xNn+−1
’Nn+−1(y) = u
n
Nn+−1: (2.25)
We deduce un+1=2Nn+−1 = u
n
Nn+−1 + (Gtn=m)(max(0;−vnNn+−1))2.
For i =−Nn− + 1, we obtain an analogous formula.
It remains to compute the limit of the support: sn+1+ is de9ned by u˜
n+1=2(sn+1+ ) = 0; s
n+1
+ ¿ sn+.
If we denote ’(y) = u˜nh(y)− m(y − sn+1+ )2=4Gtn, we get u˜ n+1=2(sn+1+ ) = supy∈R ’(y).
If "n+6 0; ’(y) = (y − sn+)vnNn+ − m(y − s
n+1
+ )
2=4Gtn; y∈ (xNn+−1; sn+).
The derivative of ’ is null at the point y∗ = sn+1+ + (2Gtn=m)vnNn+.
If y∗ ∈ (xNn+−1; sn+), we get: u˜ n+1=2(sn+1+ ) = 0 = (sn+1+ − sn+)vnNn+ + (Gtn=m)(vnNn+)2
and we obtain sn+1+ − sn+ =−(Gtn=m)vnNn+; y∗ = sn+ + (Gtn=m)vnNn+.
If the stability condition (2.21) is satis9ed, we deduce: −hn+6y∗ − sn+6 0.
If "n+ ¿ 0; ’(y) =  1(y)− m(y − sn+1+ )2=4Gtn.
Let us denote by g the function de9ned by g(y) =  (y)− m(y − sn+1+ )2=4Gtn, that is,
g(y) =− 1
4Gtn
(m− 4Gtn"n+)(y − sn+)2 + (y − sn+)
(
v˜nNn+ +
m(sn+1+ − sn+)
2Gtn
)
−m(s
n+1
+ − sn+)2
4Gtn
: (2.26)
From (2.9) and (2.11), we get "n+=(v
n
Nn+
− vnNn+−1)=(h+hn+); so from the stability condition (2.21),
we obtain 4Gtn "n+ = 4Gtn(|vnNn+−1| − |vnNn+ |)=(h+ hn+)6m or m− 4Gtn"n+¿ 0.
The function ’ is then de9ned by
if v˜nNn+ ¡ 0; ’(y) = g(y); x
n
Nn+−16y6 s
n
+; (2.27)
if v˜nNn+¿ 0; ’(y) =


g(y); xNn+−16y6 s
n
+ −
v˜nNn+
"n+
;
−m(y − s
n+1
+ )
2
4Gtn
; sn+ −
v˜nNn+
"n+
6y6 sn+:
(2.28)
If v˜nNn+¿ 0, the function ’ is increasing on (xNn+−1; s
n
+) and s
n+1
+ = s
n
+.
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If v˜nNn+ ¡ 0, the derivative of ’ is null at a point y
∗ such that y∗ − sn+ = (2Gtn v˜nN+ + m(sn+1+ −
sn+))=(m−4Gtn "n+); since ’(y∗) must be null, sn+1+ must satisfy: m(sn+1+ −sn+)2=(2Gtn v˜nNn++m(s
n+1
+ −
sn+)
2)=(m− 4Gtn "n+) and
sn+1+ − sn+ =−v˜nNn+
1 + $
√
1− (4Gtn=m)"n+
2"n+
with $=±1: (2.29)
It follows that
y∗ − sn+ =−v˜nNn+
$+
√
1− (4Gtn=m)"n+
2"n+
√
1− (4Gtn=m)"n+
(2.30)
and since y∗ − sn+6 0; $=−1. It results from the stability condition (2.21) that y∗ − sn+¿− hn+.
So we obtain
sn+1+ = s
n
+ − v˜nNn+
1−√1− (4Gtn=m)"n+
2"n+
: (2.31)
We compute the other limit of the support in the same manner.
In the case sn+1+ ¿ (Nn++1)h, it is necessary to create one node at x=N
n
+h and N
n+1
+ =N
n
++1. The
value at this node xNn+ is de9ned by u
n+1=2
Nn+
=supy∈R ’Nn+(y) with ’Nn+(y)= u˜
n
h(y)−m(y−xNn+)2=4Gtn.
In the case "n+6 0, we obtain
un+1=2Nn+ =
hn+ − h
hn+
unNn+−1 +
Gtn
m
(vnNn+)
2 = unNn+ +
Gtn
m
(vnNn+)
2: (2.32)
In the case "n+ ¿ 0, since we add a new node, we have v˜
n
Nn+
6 0 and
’Nn+(y) = (y − sn+)2"n+ + (y − sn+)v˜nNn+ − m(y − xNn+)2=4Gtn; y∈ [xNn+−1; sn+]:
The derivative of this function is null at y∗ such that y∗−sn+=(2Gtnv˜nNn+−m(hn+−h))=(m−4Gtn"n+).
We have
y∗ − xNn+−1 =
1
1− 4(Gtn=m)"n+
(
2Gtn
m(h+ hn+)
(hvnNn+ + h
n
+v
n
Nn+−1) + h
)
¿ 0
and
y∗ − xNn+ =
1
1− 4(Gtn=m)"n+
(
2Gtn
m
v˜nNn+ −
4Gtn
m
(hn+ − h)"n+
)
6 0
then y∗ ∈ (xNn+−1; xNn+) and we obtain
un+1=2Nn+ =
"n+(h
n
+ − h)2 − v˜nNn+(hn+ − h) + (Gtn=m)(v˜nNn+)2
1− (4Gtn=m)"n+
= u˜nh(x
n
Nn+
) +
Gtn(v˜nh(x
n
Nn+
))2
m(1− (4Gtn=m)"n+)
:
(2.33)
At the other end of the support, we have analogous formulae.
Let us denote rn =Gtn=h; ‖v‖s = ‖v‖Ls(R); s¿ 0.
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From the preceding results, we deduce the proposition:
Proposition 2.1. If the following stability condition
rn‖vnh‖∞6
m
2
(2.34)
is satis9ed, then the solution un+1=2h of (2.1) is de9ned by
un+1=2i = u
n
i +
Gtn
m
(max(0;−vni ; vni+1))2; −Nn− + 16 i6Nn+ − 1; (2.35)
sn+1+ = s
n
+ −
Gtn
m
vnNn+ if "
n
+6 0; (2.36)
sn+1+ = s
n
+ if "
n
+ ¿ 0 and v˜
n
Nn+
¿ 0; (2.37)
sn+1+ = s
n
+ − v˜nNn+
1−√1− (4Gtn=m)"n+
2"n+
if "n+ ¿ 0 and v˜
n
Nn+
¡ 0: (2.38)
The limit sn+1− is de9ned in analogous manner.
If Nn+1+ = Nn+ + 1, we get
un+1=2Nn+ =
(
1− h
hn+
)
unNn+−1 +
Gtn
m
(vnNn+)
2 if "n+6 0; (2.39)
un+1=2Nn+ =
"n+(h
n
+ − h)2 − (hn+ − h)v˜nNn+ + (Gtn=m)(v˜nNn+)2
1− 4(Gtn=m)"n+
if "n+¿ 0: (2.40)
At the other limit of the support, we have analogous formulae.
2.2. Computation of the solution of the parabolic problem
The approximate solution at tn+1 is now obtained by solving problem (2.2).
We introduce the approximate scalar product on Vn+1h : ∀’h;  h ∈Vn+1h ,
(’h;  h)h =
1
2
(hn+1− + h)’−Nn+1− +1 −Nn+1− +1 + h
i=Nn+1+ −2∑
i=−Nn+1− +2
’i i +
1
2
(hn+1+ + h)’Nn+1+ −1 Nn+1+ −1:
(2.41)
The function un+1h is solution of the following problem:
∀’h ∈Vn+1h ;
{
(un+1h ; ’h)h +Gtn((u
n+1
h )x; (u
n+1=2
h ’h)x)
=(un+1=2h ; ’h)h + mGtn(
n+1
h (u
n+1=2
h u
n+1
h ); ’h)h:
(2.42)
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This equation may be written:
(1− mGtn un+1=2i )un+1i +
Gtn
h2
un+1=2i (2u
n+1
i − un+1i−1 − un+1i+1 ) = un+1=2i ;
−Nn+1− + 26 i6Nn+1+ − 2; (2.43)
(1− mGtn un+1=2Nn+1+ −1)u
n+1
Nn+1+ −1 +
Gtn
h
un+1=2
Nn+1+ −1
(
2
hn+1+
un+1
Nn+1+ −1 −
2
h+ hn+1+
un+1
Nn+1+ −2
)
= un+1=2
Nn+1+ −1;
(2.44)
(1− mGtn un+1=2−Nn+1− +1)u
n+1
−Nn+1− +1 +
Gtn
h
un+1=2−Nn+1− +1
(
2
hn+1−
un+1−Nn+1− +1 −
2
h+ hn+1−
un+1−Nn+1− +2
)
=un+1=2−Nn+1− +1
; (2.45)
un+1i = 0; i¿N
n+1
+ or i6− Nn+1− :
We get immediately the result:
Proposition 2.2. If the hypotheses of proposition (2.1) are satis9ed and if un+1=2h satis9es
mGtn‖un+1=2h ‖∞¡ 1 (2.46)
then the solution un+1h of (2.42) at the time level tn+1 is unique and nonnegative.
3. Properties of the scheme
Lemma 3.1. If the hypotheses of proposition (2.2) are satis9ed, then the following estimate holds:
‖un+1h ‖∞6
‖unh‖∞
1− mGtn‖unh‖∞
: (3.1)
Proof. We get immediately from the Hopf and Lax formula that ‖un+1=2h ‖∞6 ‖u˜nh‖∞6 ‖unh‖∞. If we
denote i0 the index such that un+1i0 =‖un+1h ‖∞, we get from (2.42) that un+1i0 6 un+1=2i0 =(1−mGtn un+1=2i0 )
which proves the lemma.
We deduce immediately the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Under the hypotheses of lemma (3.1), the numerical solution exists at least until the
time
T1 =
1
m‖u0h‖∞
(3.2)
and the following estimate holds
‖unh‖∞6
‖u0h‖∞
1− mtn‖u0h‖∞
(3.3)
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Lemma 3.3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma (3.1), the function vnh satis9es
‖vnh‖∞6
1
(1− mtn‖u0h‖∞)2
‖v0h‖∞: (3.4)
Proof. From the Kruskov theory [9], we get ‖u˜n+1=2x ‖∞6 ‖v˜nh‖∞.
But
sup
y∈(xNn+−1 ; sn+)
|v˜nh(y)|6max(|v˜nh(xNn+−1)|; |v˜nNn+ |)6max(|vnNn+ |; |vnNn+−1|) (3.5)
and we get ‖v˜nh‖∞6 ‖vnh‖∞.
Since |vn+1=2i |= | 1h
∫ xi
xi−1
u˜n+1=2x (x) dx|6 ‖vnh‖∞, i∈Z, we obtain ‖vn+1=2h ‖∞6 ‖vnh‖∞. It remains to
estimate ‖vn+1h ‖∞.
From (2.42), we can deduce the following equation satis9ed by vn+1h :
(1− mGtnun+1=2i )vn+1i +
Gtn
h2
(vn+1i (u
n+1=2
i + u
n+1=2
i−1 )− vn+1i−1un+1=2i−1 − vn+1i+1 un+1=2i )
= vn+1=2i (1 + mGtn u
n+1
i−1); −Nn+1− + 36 i6Nn+1+ − 2; (3.6)
(1− mGtn un+1=2Nn+1+ −1)v
n+1
Nn+1+ −1
+
Gtn
h2
(
vn+1
Nn+1+ −1
(
2h
h+ hn+1+
un+1=2
Nn+1+ −1 + u
n+1=2
Nn+1+ −2
)
− 2h
h+ hn+1+
un+1=2
Nn+1+ −1v
n+1
Nn+1+
− un+1=2
Nn+1+ −2v
n+1
Nn+1+ −2
)
=(1 + mGtn un+1Nn+1+ −2)v
n+1=2
Nn+1+ −1; (3.7)
(1− mGtn un+1=2Nn+1+ −1)v
n+1
Nn+1+
+
2Gtn
hn+1+ (h+ h
n+1
+ )
un+1=2
Nn+1+ −1(v
n+1
Nn+1+
− vn+1
Nn+1+ −1) = v
n+1=2
Nn+1+
; (3.8)
(1− mGtn un+1=2−Nn+1− +2)v
n+1
−Nn+1− +2
+
Gtn
h2
(
vn+1−Nn+1− +2
(
2h
h+ hn+1−
un+1=2−Nn+1− +1
+ un+1=2−Nn+1− +2
)
− 2h
h+ hn+1−
un+1=2−Nn+1− +1
vn+1−Nn+1− +1 − u
n+1=2
−Nn+1− +2
vn+1−Nn+1− +3
)
=(1 + mGtn un+1−Nn+1− +1)v
n+1=2
−Nn+1− +2
; (3.9)
(1− mGtn un+1=2−Nn+1− +1)v
n+1
−Nn+1− +1 +
2Gtn
hn+1− (h+ h
n+1
− )
un+1=2−Nn+1− +1
(vn+1−Nn+1− +1 − v
n+1
−Nn+1+ +2)
=vn+1=2−Nn+1− +1
(3.10)
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and we get immediately
(1− mGtn‖un+1=2h ‖∞)‖vn+1h ‖∞6 ‖vn+1=2h ‖∞(1 + mGtn‖un+1h ‖∞) (3.11)
and by using the estimate obtained in Lemma 3.1, we obtain
‖vn+1h ‖∞6
1
(1− mGtn‖unh‖∞)2
‖vnh‖∞: (3.12)
We now proceed by induction to get
‖vnh‖∞6
‖v0h‖∞
(1− mtn‖u0h‖∞)2
: (3.13)
Lemma 3.4. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, the following estimate holds:
‖vnh‖16
‖v0h‖1
(1− mtn‖u0h‖∞)2
: (3.14)
Proof. From the properties of the semigroup operator S (see [8]), we get ‖u˜n+1=2x ‖16 ‖v˜nh‖1 = ‖vnh‖1
and ‖vn+1=2h ‖16
∫ sn+1+
−sn+1−
|u˜n+1=2x | dx6 ‖vnh‖1.
Besides, by using the equations satis9ed by vn+1=2i , −Nn+1+ + 16 i6Nn+1+ , we obtain
(1− mGtn‖un+1=2h ‖∞)‖vn+1h ‖16 ‖vn+1=2h ‖1(1 + mGtn‖un+1h ‖∞): (3.15)
Hence we get
‖vn+1h ‖16
‖vnh‖1
(1− mGtn‖unh‖∞)2
(3.16)
and we deduce the lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Under the hypotheses of Lemma (3.1), we have the following estimate:
Var(vnh;R)6
Var(v0h;R)
(1− mtn‖u0h‖∞)2
+
2‖v0h‖∞‖v0h‖1
‖u0h‖∞(1− mtn‖u0h‖∞)3
: (3.17)
Proof. We have the equality Var(vn+1=2h ;R) =
∑
i∈Z |vn+1=2i+1 − vn+1=2i | and from the Kruskov theory
[9], we get
Var(vn+1=2h ;R)6Var(u˜
n+1=2
x ;R)6Var(v˜nh;R):
If "n+, "
n−6 0, Var(v˜nh;R) = Var(vnh;R).
If "n+ ¿ 0 and v˜
n
Nn+
6 0, we get
Var(v˜nh;R) =
∑
i6Nn+−2
|vni+1 − vni |+ |vnNn+−1 − v˜nh(xNn+−1)|+ |v˜nh(xNn+−1)− v˜nNn+ |+ |v˜nNn+ |: (3.18)
Besides, v˜nh(xNn+−1) = v
n
Nn+−1 + h"
n
+, v˜
n
Nn+
= vnNn+ + h
n
+"
n
+, v
n
Nn+
− vnNn+−1 = (h+ hn+)"n+.
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It follows that v˜nh(xNn+−1)¿ vNn+−1, v˜
n
h(xNn+−1)6 v˜Nn+ and
Var(v˜nh;R) =
∑
i6Nn+−2
|vni+1 − vni | − vnNn+−1 = Var(vnh;R): (3.19)
If "n+ ¿ 0, and v˜
n
Nn+
¿ 0, then
Var(v˜nh;R) =
∑
i6Nn+−2
|vni+1 − vni |+ |vnNn+−1 − v˜nh(xNn+−1)|+ |v˜nh(y0)− v˜nh(xNn+−1)|+ |v˜nh(y0)|: (3.20)
Since we have v˜nh(x0) =−v˜nNn+, we again obtain Var(v˜nh;R) = Var(vnh;R).
Besides by using the equations satis9ed by vn+1=2i , we get
(vn+1i+1 − vn+1i )(1− mGtn un+1=2i+1 )
+
Gtn
h2
(2un+1=2i (v
n+1
i+1 − vn+1i )− un+1=2i+1 (vn+1i+2 − vn+1i+1 )− un+1=2i−1 (vn+1i − vn+1i−1 ))
= (vn+1=2i+1 − vn+1=2i )(1 + mGtn un+1i ) + mGtn hvn+1i (vn+1=2i+1 + vn+1=2i );
−Nn+1− + 36 i6Nn+1+ − 2 (3.21)
and we have analogous equalities for i = Nn+1+ − 1, Nn+1+ , −Nn+1− + 2, −Nn+1− + 1.
From these equalities, we get immediately
Var(vn+1h ;R)(1− mGtn‖unh‖∞)6 (1 + mGtn‖un+1h ‖∞) Var(vnh;R)
+ 2mGtn‖vn+1h ‖∞‖vn+1=2h ‖1 (3.22)
or
Var(vn+1h ;R)6
(1− mtn‖u0h‖∞)2
(1− mtn+1‖u0h‖∞)2
Var(vnh;R) +
2mGtn‖v0h‖∞‖v0h‖1
(1− mtn+1‖u0h‖∞)3(1− mtn‖u0h‖∞)
: (3.23)
We now proceed by induction to get
Var(vnh;R)6
Var(v0h;R)
(1− mtn‖u0h‖∞)2
+
2‖v0h‖∞‖v0h‖1
‖u0h‖∞(1− mtn‖u0h‖∞)3
: (3.24)
Lemma 3.6. If the hypotheses of Lemma (3.1) are satis9ed, we have the estimate:
‖un+1h − unh‖16CGtn (3.25)
for tn6 T ¡T1 where C is a constant depending on T and u0.
Proof. First, we have the estimate:
‖un+1=2h − unh‖16
∫ tn+1
tn
‖u˜ t( )‖1 d 6Gtn‖vnh‖∞‖vnh‖1: (3.26)
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Besides
un+1i − un+1=2i +
Gtn
h
un+1=2i (v
n+1
i − vn+1i+1 ) = mGtn un+1i un+1=2i ; −Nn+1+ + 26 i6Nn+1+ − 2;
(3.27)
un+1
Nn+1+ −1 − u
n+1=2
Nn+1+ −1 +
2Gtn
h+ hn+1+
un+1=2
Nn+1+ −1(v
n+1
Nn+1+ −1 − v
n+1
Nn+1+
) = mGtn u
n+1=2
Nn+1+ −1u
n+1
Nn+1+ −1; (3.28)
un+1−Nn+1− +1 − u
n+1=2
−Nn+1− +1
+
2Gtn
h+ hn+1−
un+1=2−Nn+1− +1
(vn+1−Nn+1− +1 − v
n+1
−Nn+1− +2)
=mGtn u
n+1=2
−Nn+1− +1
un+1−Nn+1− +1: (3.29)
Then we get
‖un+1h − un+1=2h ‖16Gtn‖unh‖∞(Var(vn+1h ;R) + m‖un+1h ‖1): (3.30)
It remains to estimate ‖un+1h ‖1.
From proposition (2.1), we get ‖un+1=2h ‖16 ‖unh‖1 +
Gtn
m
‖vnh‖∞‖vnh‖1 and from (2.42), we obtain
(1− mGtn‖un+1=2h ‖∞)‖un+1h ‖16 ‖un+1=2h ‖1 + Gtn‖un+1=2h ‖∞Var(vn+1h ;R): (3.31)
Hence we get
(1− mGtn‖un+1=2h ‖∞)‖un+1h ‖16 ‖unh‖1 + Gtn‖unh‖∞Var(vn+1h ;R) +
Gtn
m
‖vnh‖∞‖vnh‖1 (3.32)
and we obtain
‖un+1h ‖16
(
1− mtn‖u0h‖∞
1− mtn+1‖u0h‖∞
)
‖unh‖1 +
Gtn‖u0h‖∞
(1− mtn+1‖u0h‖∞)3
Var(v0h;R)
+
m+ 2
m
Gtn‖v0h‖∞‖v0h‖1
(1− mtn+1‖u0h‖∞)4
: (3.33)
We now proceed by induction to get
‖unh‖16
1
1− mtn‖u0h‖∞
[
‖u0h‖1 +
Var(v0h;R)
m(1− mtn‖u0h‖∞)
+
(m+ 2)‖v0h‖∞‖v0h‖1
2m2‖u0h‖∞(1− mtn‖u0h‖∞)2
]
: (3.34)
Hence, we deduce by using (3.26) and (3.30):
‖un+1h − unh‖16CGtn for tn6 T ¡T1: (3.35)
4. Convergence of the scheme
From all these estimates, we can deduce the convergence of the scheme.
Let T ¡T1. The function unh belongs to V
n
h . We shall again denote u
n
h the function of V
n+1
h whose
values at the nodes xi (−Nn+ + 16 i6Nn+ − 1) are uni and in the case Nn+1+ = Nn+ + 1, the value at
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xnNn+ is u˜
n
h(x
n
Nn+
) that is
unNn+ =


(
1− h
hn+
)
unNn+−1 if "
n
+6 0;
"n+(h
n
+ − h)2 − (hn+ − h)v˜nNn+ if "n+ ¿ 0
(4.1)
and this function is de9ned in a similar way if Nn+1− = Nn− + 1.
We de9ne the functions uhGt and vhGt by
uhGt(t) = unh +
t − tn
Gtn
(un+1h − unh); tn6 t6 tn+1 (4.2)
vhGt(t) = vnh +
t − tn
Gtn
(vn+1h − vnh); tn6 t6 tn+1: (4.3)
Theorem 4.1. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma (3.1) are satis9ed, that u0 is in W 1;∞(R)
with compact support and v0 ∈BV (R). The sequence uhGt converges uniformly to the weak solution
u on any compact of [0; T ]× R.
Proof. The functions (uh;Gt) are uniformly bounded in C(0; T ;W 1;∞(R)); their derivatives in time
are uniformly bounded in L∞(0; T ; L∞(R)). Then we can extract from the sequence (uhGt) a sub-
sequence, again labeled uhGt which converges uniformly on any compact subset of [0; T ]× R to a
function u [19].
The functions vhGt are uniformly bounded in C([0; T ];BV (R)). Their derivatives in time are
uniformly bounded in L∞(0; T ;H−2(R)).
In fact, we have
‖vn+1h − vnh‖H−2(R) = sup
’∈H 2(R)
〈vn+1h − vnh; ’〉
‖’‖H 2(R)
= sup
’∈H 2(R)
〈un+1h − unh; ’x〉
‖’‖H 2(R)
(4.4)
and ∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣vn+1h − vnhGtn
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
H−2(R)
6C
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣un+1h − unhGtn
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
1
6C: (4.5)
So we can extract from (vhGt) a subsequence (also noted vhGt) which converges to a function
v= ux in C(0; T ; L1(Q)) for any compact Q ⊂ R [19]. It remains to prove that u is a weak solution
of the initial problem.
Let us denote vˆnh the function in V
n+1
h de9ned by
vˆnh(xi) =Max(0; v
n
i+1;−vni )− Nn− + 16 i6Nn+ − 1 (4.6)
if Nn+1+ = N
n
+ + 1; vˆ
n
h(xNn+) =


vnNn+ if "
n
+6 0;
v˜nh(xNn+)√
1− 4Gtn=m"n+
if "n+ ¿ 0
(4.7)
and we have analogous formulae at the other end of the support.
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Then we have the equality
(un+1=2h − unh; ’h)h =
Gtn
m
(h(vˆnh)
2; ’h)h ∀’h ∈Vn+1h : (4.8)
Hence since un+1h is solution of (2.42), it satis9es
(un+1h − unh; ’h)h +Gtn((un+1h )x; (un+1=2h ’h)x)−
Gtn
m
(h(vˆnh)
2; ’h)
=mGtn(h(u
n+1=2
h u
n+1
h ); ’h)h: (4.9)
Let ’ be a function with a compact support in [0; T ]× R, ’∈C(0; T × R).
We denote by ’h(t) = h’(t), t ∈ [0; T ].
By integrating the previous equation on [tn; tn+1] and summing for 06 n¡N − 1, we get
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
(
duhGt
dt
; ’h
)
h
dt +
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
((un+1h )x; (u
n+1=2
h ’h)x) dt
−
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
1
m
(h(v˜nh)
2; ’h)h dt =
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
m(h(u
n+1=2
h u
n+1
h )h; ’h)h dt: (4.10)
We have to study each term of this equality:
Integrating the 9rst term by parts, we obtain:
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
(
duhGt
dt
; ’h
)
h
dt=−
∫ T
0
(
uhGt ;
d’h
dt
)
h
dt
+(uhGt(T ); ’h(T ))h − (u0h; ’h(0))h: (4.11)
It results from the de9nition of the approximate scalar product that
lim
h;Gt→0
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
(
duhGt
dt
; ’h
)
h
dt
=−
∫ T
0
(u; ’t) dt +
∫
R
u(x; T )’(x; T ) dx −
∫
R
u0(x)’(x; 0) dx: (4.12)
We study now the second term of (4.10)
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
((un+1h )x; (u
n+1=2
h ’h)x) dt =
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
(vn+1h ; (u
n+1=2
h ’h)x) dt: (4.13)
Since
(vn+1h ; (u
n+1=2
h ’h)x − (un+1h ’h)x)6C Var(vn+1h ;R)‖un+1=2h − un+1h ‖∞‖’‖∞6CGtn (4.14)
we get
lim
h;Gt→0
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
(vn+1h ; (u
n+1=2
h ’h)x − (un+1h ’h)x) dt = 0: (4.15)
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In addition, we have
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
∫
R
vn+1h (u
n+1
h ’h)x dx dt =
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
∫
R
((vn+1h )
2’h + vn+1h u
n+1
h (’h)x) dx dt: (4.16)
Since the sequence (vh;Gt) converges to v in C(0; T ; L1(Q)) for any compact Q ⊂ R and the sequence
(vh; Gt) is uniformly bounded in C(0; T ; L∞(R)), we get
lim
h;Gt→0
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
∫
R
(vn+1h )
2’h dx dt =
∫ T
0
∫
R
v2’ dx dt (4.17)
and since (uh; Gt) converges uniformly to u, we obtain
lim
h;Gt→0
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
∫
R
vn+1h u
n+1
h (’h)x dx dt =
∫ T
0
∫
R
uxu’ dx dt: (4.18)
We deduce
lim
h;Gt→0
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
∫
R
(un+1h )x(u
n+1=2
h ’h)x dx dt =
∫ T
0
∫
R
ux(u’)x dx dt: (4.19)
We turn to the third term of (4.10):
We get easily∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
((h(vˆnh)
2); ’h)h − ((vnh)2; ’h) dt
∣∣∣∣∣
6C
N−1∑
n=0
Gtn hVar(vnh;R)‖vnh‖∞‖’‖∞6Ch: (4.20)
Then in the same manner as for the second term, we deduce
lim
h;Gt→0
N−1∑
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
(h(v˜nh)
2; ’h)h dx =
∫ T
0
∫
R
v2’ dx dt =
∫ T
0
∫
R
u2x’ dx dt: (4.21)
The last term of (4.10) is
∑N−1
n=0
∫ tn+1
tn
(h(u
n+1=2
h u
n+1
h ); ’h)h dt which converges to
∫ T
0
∫
R u
2’ dx dt and
u satis9es

−
∫ T
0
∫
R
u(d’=dt) dx dt +
∫
R
u(T )’(T ) dx +
∫ T
0
∫
R
(ux(u’)x − u2x’) dx dt
=
∫
R
u0’(0) dx +
∫ T
0
∫
R
u2’ dx dt;
(4.22)
that is, u is a weak solution of the problem.
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5. Blow-up of the solution
The solution of problem (1.1) blows up in 9nite time. In this part, we prove that the solution of
the numerical problem also blows up in 9nite time by using the same method as in [18] for the
exact solution.
5.1. Construction of unbounded subsolutions
De9ne the function
-(x) =


(
1− x
2
a2
)
; |x|6 a;
0; |x|¿ a:
(5.1)
Let N ∈N, h= a=N the space step.
Vnh = {’h ∈C0(R)=’h | Ii ∈P1; i =−N; : : : ;+N; ’h(x) = 0; x ∈ ]− a;+a[} (5.2)
and we note -h = h-.
If the initial condition is u0h = (=T )-h, we prove that it is possible to choose  and a in such a
manner that unh¿ (=(T − tn))-h and then the numerical solution blows up in 9nite time.
We denote
uˆnh =

T − tn -h: (5.3)
Then, if uˆnh6 u
n
h, we get uˆ
n+1=2
h 6 u
n+1=2
h . In fact, if u1 and u2 are solutions of the hyperbolic problem
ut=(1=m)u2x with the initial conditions u1(x; 0)¿ u2(x; 0), we have u1(x; t)¿ u2(x; t) for t ¿ 0; since
uˆn+1=2h and u
n+1=2
h are the interpolate of the exact solution with the initial conditions uˆ
n
h and u
n
h, we
get uˆn+1=2h 6 u
n+1=2
h .
The support of uˆn+1=2h is [− ah; ah] with ah =(a+ Gtn=(T − tn))(2a− h)=ma2 and by the stability
condition Gtn is choosen such that (Gtn=mh)(=(T − tn))(2a− h)=a26 12 then ah − a6 h=2.
Since uˆnh is a symmetric function, it is suLcient to study the case x¿ 0 (i¿ 0). We get for i¿ 0:
uˆn+1=2i = uˆ
n
i +
Gtn
m
(
uˆni − uˆni−1
h
)2
(5.4)
since the function uˆnh is decreasing and we obtain
uˆn+1=2i =

T − tn
(
-i +
4
ma2
Gtn
T − tn (1− -i−1=2)
)
; with -i−1=2 = -(xi−1=2);
xi−1=2 = 12 (xi + xi−1); 06 i6N − 1: (5.5)
Then uˆn+1h will be a subsolution of (2.42) if
(1− mGtn uˆn+1=2i )

T − tn+1 -i +
Gtn
h2
uˆn+1=2i

T − tn+1 (2-i − -i−1 − -i+1)6 uˆ
n+1=2
i (5.6)
for 06 i6Nn+1+ − 2, and we have an analogous inequality for i = Nn+1+ − 1.
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This inequality reduces after simpli9cations to

T − tn+1 -i6 uˆ
n+1=2
i
(
1 + m
Gtn -i
T − tn+1 − 2

a2
Gtn
T − tn+1
)
: (5.7)
Noting that -i−1=2 = -i + (h=2a2)(xi + xi−1=2) = -i + .i, this inequality will be satis9ed if
-i
(
1 +
4
ma2
+
2
a2
− 4
ma2
Gtn
T − tn
(
1 +
2
a2
+ m(1− .i)
))
6 m
(
1− 4
ma2
Gtn
T − tn
)
-2i +
4
ma2
(1− .i)
(
1− Gtn
T − tn
(
1 +
2
a2
))
(5.8)
and with the stability condition, we get
/n =
4
ma2
Gtn
T − tn 6
h
a
: (5.9)
Since -i ∈ (0; 1), the preceding inequality is satis9ed if the function 0n de9ned by
0n( ) = m(1− /n) 2 + 4ma2
(
1− h
a
)
− /n
(
1 +
2
a2
)
− 
(
1 +
4
ma2
+
2
a2
− /n
(
1 +
2
a2
))
; ∀ ∈ [0; 1] (5.10)
is nonnegative.
We have 0n(0) = (4=ma2)(1 − h=a) − /n(1 + 2=a2) and this quantity is positive if h is small
enough. De9ne
 0 =
4=ma2
(
1− ha
)− /n(1 + 2=a2)
1 + 4=ma2 + 2=a2 − /n(1 + 2=a2) ;  0 ∈ (0; 1) (5.11)
we obtain
0n( ) = m(1− /n) 2 −
(
1 +
4
ma2
+ 2

a2
− /n
(
1 + 2

a2
))
( −  0): (5.12)
If  6  0, we get 0n( )¿ 0 and if  06  6 1, we obtain
0n( )¿m(1− /n) 20 −
(
1 +
4
ma2
+ 2

a2
− /n
(
1 + 2

a2
))
(1−  0): (5.13)
This quantity will be positive if
m(1− /n)¿
(
1 + 2

a2
+ 4

ma2
h
a
)(
1 + 4=ma2 + 2=a2 − /n(1 + 2=a2)
(4=ma2)(1− h=a)− /n(1 + 2=a2)
)2
(5.14)
and since /n6 h=a, it is suLcient to have
¿
1 + 2=a2 + 4(=ma2)h=a
m(1− h=a)
(
1 + 4=ma2 + 2=a2 − (h=a)(1 + 2=a2)
4=ma2 − (h=a)(1 + 4=ma2 + 2=a2)
)2
: (5.15)
If =a2 is 9xed by increasing , this inequality is satis9ed.
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Hence if the initial condition satis9es
u0h¿

T
-h; (5.16)
 and a satisfying (5.15), the numerical solution blows up in 9nite time.
5.2. Blow-up of the solution
We prove now that any solution blows up in 9nite time.
We consider the equation:
wt − 1m (wx)
2 − wwxx = 0 (5.17)
which admits the self-similar solution:
ws(t; x) =
m
2(m+ 2)
(T∗ + t)−m=(m+2)(.20 − .2) (5.18)
with .= |x|(T∗ + t)−1=(m+2).
If the initial condition u0 satis9es u0(0)¿ 0, then there exists "; $¿ 0 such that u0(x)¿ $¿ 0 for
|x|6 ".
We can choose .0(T∗) such that: u0(x)¿ws(0; x).
For that, it suLces that (m=2(m+ 2))T−m=(m+2)∗ .206 $; .0T
1=(m+2)
∗ 6 ".
Hence, we get at each time step: unh¿w
n
h if w
n
h is the approximate solution of (5.17).
Now we prove there exists tn such that for some T∗, wnh satis9es the blow-up condition. Then, this
condition will also hold for unh. From theorem (4.1), the solution of the numerical scheme converges
to the exact solution. So, for any T2 ¿ 0, $1 ¿ 0 satisfying $1 ¡ (m=(m+ 2))(T∗ + T2)−m=(m+2).20, if
h and Gt are suLciently small, we get
wnh(x)¿max(w(x; tn)− $1; 0); ∀x∈R; tn ∈ [0; T2] (5.19)
and wnh(0)¿ 0.
Let us show that there exists n¿ 0 such that for some T∗, the function wnh satis9es (5.16). Then
this condition will also hold for unh.
The inequality wnh¿ (=T )-h will hold if
m(T∗ + tn)−m=(m+2)
2(m+ 2)
.20 − $1¿

T
(5.20)
and
.20(T∗ + tn)
2=(m+2) − 2(m+ 2)
m
$1(T∗ + tn)¿ a2: (5.21)
The left member of (5.21) is an increasing function of tn for (T∗+ tn)m=(m+2)6 (m=(m+2)2).20=$1
so we choose a2 less than this maximum, that is
a26
m(m+2)=m
(m+ 2)(m+4)=m
.2(m+2)=m0
$2=m1
= a20 (5.22)
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and  is chosen such that (5.15) is satis9ed. Then if we suppose that equality is attained in (5.20),
we get
(T∗ + tn)m=(m+2) =
m.20
2(m+ 2)
T
+ $1T
(5.23)
and the second inequality may be written
a26
m2=m.2(m+2)=m0
(2(m+ 2))2=m
T 2=m
(+ $1T )(m+2)=m
: (5.24)
The right member of the preceding inequality attains its maximum for T = 2=m$1 and its value
is a20. So if we choose T in order to satisfy (5.23), it is possible to choose tn such that (5.21) is
satis9ed (if tn ¿T2, it is suLcient to change T2).
Theorem 5.1. For any initial condition, the numerical solution of (1.2) blows up in 9nite time.
6. Localization of the support of the approximate solution of a self-similar solution
In this part, we consider the self-similar solution of (1.2) de9ned by
u(x; t) =
-(x)
T − t ; -(x) =


2(m+ 1)
m(m+ 2)
cos2
(
x
2L0
)
if |x|6 L0;
0 if |x|6 L0
(6.1)
with L0 = 
√
m+ 1=m [18].
The support of this solution is independent of t and its length is 2L0. We prove that the support
of the approximate solution of (1.1) with the initial condition u0(x)= -(x)=T remains also bounded,
more precisely we have the following theorem:
Theorem 6.1. If the initial condition is given by
u0(x) =
-(x)
T
(6.2)
then the limits of the support of the approximate solution satisfy
∀n¿ 0; sn+; sn−6 L0(1 + $(h)) and limh→0 $(h) = 0: (6.3)
Proof. In order to obtain the preceding estimate, we prove there exists 1¿ 0 such that the approx-
imate solution remains bounded by a function uˆnh
∀n¿ 0; ∀x∈R; unh(x)6 uˆnh(x) = nhuˆ n(x); (6.4)
where
uˆ n(x) =
-n(x)
an
; -n(x) = -
(
x
Ln
)
; Ln = L0(1 + 1nh2) (6.5)
an = T − tn − 1n; lim
h→0
1n = 0: (6.6)
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Since the stability condition (2.34) must be satis9ed, the time step Gtn may be written Gtn=han
where  must satisfy 6m(m+2)=2
√
m+ 1 and the computation will be stopped when Gtn6Gtmin.
This minimal time step can be chosen equal to aThp with p¿ 1.
We prove it is possible to choose 1 and / such that if
an = T (1− h)n−1
(
1− h− n(n+ 1)
2
/h3
)
(6.7)
inequality (6.4) is satis9ed for n¿ 0.
The inequality Gtn¿ aThp will be satis9ed if
(1− h)n−1
(
1− h− n(n+ 1)
2
/h3
)
¿ ahp−1; (6.8)
that is, nh6C|ln h|, (C is depending of /; a; p; ).
From this estimate, we get immediately
lim
h→0
(Ln − L0) = lim
h→0
1L0nh2 = 0: (6.9)
Besides, we obtain
tn =


T (1− (1− h)n)
−/hT
2
(
1− n(n+ 1)
2
(1− h)n−1 + (n− 1)(n+ 1)(1− h)n
−n(n− 1)
2
(1− h)n+1
) (6.10)
and we get
tn¿ T
(
1− (1− h)n − / n(n+ 1)(n− 1)
6
h4
)
(6.11)
and
1n6 T
(
/n(n+ 1)(n− 1)
6
h4 − (1− h)n−1 n(n+ 1)
2
/h3
)
(6.12)
hence limh→0 1n = 0.
Inequality (6.4) will be proved recurrently. It is true for n = 0. We suppose that unh(x)6 uˆ
n
h(x)
for any x∈R.
Then from the monotonicity of the hyperbolic scheme, we get: un+1=2h (x)6 uˆ
n+1=2
h (x) and
sn+1+ 6 sˆ
n+1
+ , s
n+1
− 6 sˆ
n+1
− (where sˆ
n+1
+ , sˆ
n+1
− are the limits of the support of uˆ
n+1=2
h ).
We prove 9rst that sˆn+1+ 6 Ln+1 (and since - is an even function, it will be the same for the left
limit of the support).
We get
"ˆn+ =
1
an
(
−-n(xN
n
+−1)
hhˆn+
+
-n(xNn+−2)
h(h+ hˆn+)
)
(6.13)
or "ˆn+ = m=(2an(m+ 2)) + O(h
2).
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Then for h suLciently small, "ˆn+ ¿ 0 and we use the P2-interpolation on the last interval.
Besides, we have
vˆnNn+ =−
h+ hˆn+
hhˆn+
uˆnNn+−1 +
hˆn+
h(h+ hˆn+)
uˆnNn+−2 (6.14)
which gives
vˆnNn+ =−
m3
24(m+ 1)(m+ 2)an
(hˆn+ + h)(2hˆ
n
+ + h)hˆ
n
+ + O(h
4): (6.15)
This quantity is negative and from Proposition (2.1), we obtain
sˆn+1+ = Ln − vˆnNn+
1−
√
1− 4(Gtn=m)"ˆn+
2"ˆn+
= Ln + O(h4): (6.16)
Hence, it follows that sn+1+ 6 sˆ
n+1
+ 6 Ln+1.
Now, uˆn+1h will be a supersolution of (2.42) if
$n+1i = uˆ
n+1
i − uˆn+1=2i
(
1 + mGtn uˆn+1i −
Gtn
h2
(2uˆn+1i − uˆn+1i−1 − uˆn+1i+1)
)
¿ 0 (6.17)
for 06 i6Nn+1+ − 2, and for i = Nn+1+ − 1,
$n+1
Nn+1+ −1 = uˆ
n+1
Nn+1+ −1 − uˆ
n+1=2
Nn+1+ −1
×
(
1 + mGtn uˆn+1Nn+1+ −1 −
Gtn
h
(
2
hˆn+1+
uˆn+1
Nn+1+ −1 −
2
hˆn+1+ + h
uˆn+1
Nn+1+ −2
))
¿ 0: (6.18)
Since the function -n is decreasing for x¿ 0, we get
uˆn+1=2i = uˆ
n
i +
Gtn
m
(vˆni )
2; 06 i6Nn+1+ − 1; (6.19)
that is,
uˆn+1=2i =
1
an
(
-n(xi) +
h
m
(
-n(xi)− -n(xi−1)
h
)2)
: (6.20)
We develop this term by using a Taylor expansion to obtain
uˆn+1=2i =
1
an
(
-n(xi) +
h
m
-′2n (xi)−
h2
m
-′n(xi)-
′′
n (xi)
+
h3
m
(
-′n(xi)-
(3)
n (xi)
3
+
-′′2n (xi)
4
))
+ O(h4): (6.21)
Similarly, we get
1 + mGtn uˆn+1i −
Gtn
h2
(2uˆn+1i − uˆn+1i−1 − uˆn+1i+1) (6.22)
= 1 +
Gtn
an+1
(m-n+1(xi) + -′′n+1(xi)) +
Gtn h2
12an+1
-(4)n+1(xi) + O(h
4): (6.23)
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Besides, it is easy to verify that -n is solution of
-n(1− m-n − -′′n ) =
-′2n
m
+ -n’n (6.24)
with ’n(x) = (1=(m+ 2))(1− L20=L2n)(1− (m+ 1)cos(x=Ln)), that is,
’n(x) =
21nh2
m+ 2
(
1− (m+ 1)cos
(
x
Ln
))
+ O(n2h4): (6.25)
Then, by using (6.24), we obtain
1 + mGtn uˆn+1i −
Gtn
h2
(2uˆn+1i − uˆn+1i−1 − uˆn+1i+1) (6.26)
=
an+1 + Gtn
an
− Gtn
an+1
(
-′n+1(xi)
m-n+1(xi)
+ ’n+1(xi)
)
+
Gtn h2
12an+1
-(4)n+1(xi) + O(h
4) (6.27)
and we deduce
$n+1i =


-n+1(xi)
an+1
− 1
an+1
(
-n(xi) +
h
m
-′2n (xi)−
h2
m
-′n(xi)-
′′
n (xi)
+
h3
m
(
-′n(xi)-
(3)
n (xi)
3
+
-′′2n (xi)
4
))
(
an+1 + Gtn
an
− h
(
-′2n (xi)
m-n+1(xi)
+ ’n+1(xi)
)
+
h3
12
-(4)n+1(xi)
)
+ O(h4):
(6.28)
for 06 i6Nn+1+ − 2.
Besides, we obtain from (6.7)
an+1 + Gtn = an − T (1− h)n(n+ 1)/h3 (6.29)
and (6.28) may be written
an+1$n+1i =


(-n(xi) + (h=m)-′
2
n (xi))
(
1− an+1 + Gtn
an
+ h’n+1(xi)
)
+h2f(xi) + h3g(xi) + O(h4| ln h|)
(6.30)
with
f(x) =
-n+1(x)− -n(x)
h2
+

m
-′n(x)-
′′
n (x) +
2
m2
-′n4(x)
-n(x)
(6.31)
and
g(x) =



mh2
(
-′2n+1(x)-n(x)
-n+1(x)
− -′2n (x)
)
− 
m
(
-′n(x)-3n(x)
3
+
-′′2n (x)
4
)
− 
2
m2
-′n3(x)-
(4)
n (x)
-n(x)
− 
12
-n(x)-(4)n (x):
(6.32)
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From (6.7) and (6.25), we get
1− an+1 + Gtn
an
+ h’n+1(xi)¿ (n+ 1)/h3 − 21(n+ 1) mm+ 2 h
3 + O(n2h4): (6.33)
Hence for /¿ 21 m=(m+ 2), this term is positive.
We estimate now the function f(x).
From (6.5), we get
-n+1(xi)− -n(xi) = m+ 1m(m+ 2)
(
cos
(
xi
Ln+1
)
− cos
(
xi
Ln
))
=
m+ 1
m(m+ 2)
h2
xi
Ln
sin
(
xi
Ln
)
+ O(h4): (6.34)
Let us denote yi = xi=Ln; we obtain
f(xi) =
m+ 1
m(m+ 2)
sin(yi)
(
1yi +
m
(m+ 2)
√
m+ 1
cos(yi)
+
2
(m+ 2)2
sin(yi)(1− cos(yi))
)
: (6.35)
There exists 10 ¿ 0 such that for 1¿10, the function
y → 1y + m
(m+ 2)
√
m+ 1
cos(y) +
2
(m+ 2)2
sin(y)(1− cos(y)) (6.36)
is positive on [0; ]; then the function f is positive on ]0; Ln[, null at 0 and Ln.
Besides, we have g(0) =−m(2m+ 3)=12(m+ 2)2 and we obtain
an+1$n+10 = h
3
(
(n+ 1)
(
/ − 21m
m+ 2
)
− 
12
m(2m+ 3)
(m+ 2)2
)
+ O(h4| ln h|): (6.37)
If / is chosen such that /¿(21m=(m+ 2) + m(2m+ 3)=12(m+ 2)2), then $n+10 ¿ 0.
In the same manner, we have g() =−m=4(m+ 2)2 and at the node xNn+1+ −2, we get
f(xNn+1+ −2) + hg(xNn+1+ −2) =
m+ 1
m(m+ 2)
(h+ hˆn+)
×
(
1− m
(m+ 2)
√
m+ 1
)
− mh
4(m+ 2)2
+ O(h2) (6.38)
and this quantity is positive if 1¿ (m=(m+ 2))(1=(
√
m+ 1) + m=(8(m+ 1))).
Now since the function f is increasing near 0 and decreasing near Ln, we obtain that $n+1i ¿ 0
for 06 i6Nn+1+ − 2.
It remains to study $Nn+1+ −1.
In the case Nn+1+ = N
n
+, we get
uˆn+1=2
Nn+1+ −1 = uˆ
n
Nn+−1 +
Gtn
m
(
vˆnNn+−1
)2
: (6.39)
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Since
uˆnNn+−1 =
1
an
(m+ 1)2
2m(m+ 2)
(
hˆn+
Ln
)2
+ O(h4);
vˆNn+−1 =−
1
an
(m+ 1)2
2m(m+ 2)
(2hˆn+ + h)
L2n
+ O(h2); (6.40)
we obtain
uˆn+1=2
Nn+1+ −1 =
1
an
(m+ 1)22
2m(m+ 2)
(
(hˆn+)
2
L2n
+
h
2(m+ 2)
(2hˆn+ + h)
2
L2n
+ O(h4)
)
: (6.41)
Similarly, we get
1 + mGtn uˆn+1Nn+1+ −1
−Gtn
h
(
2
hˆn+1+
uˆn+1
Nn+1+ −1 −
2
h+ hˆn+1+
uˆn+1
Nn+1+ −2
)
= 1 +
Gtn
an+1
m
m+ 2
+ O(h2): (6.42)
Hence we get
$n+1
Nn+1+ −1 =
(m+ 1)2
2m(m+ 2)an+1
(
(hˆn+1)2
L2n+1
−
(
(hˆn+)
2
L2n
+
h
2(m+ 2)
(2hˆn+ + h)
2
L2n
)(
an+1
an
+
hm
m+ 2
))
+ O(h4): (6.43)
Since an+1=an = 1− h+ O(h3) and hˆn+1+ =Ln+1 = hˆ
n
+
Ln
(1 + 21h
√
m+1
m + O(nh
2)) we obtain
$n+1
Nn+1+ −1 =
(m+ 1)2
2m(m+ 2)an+1
(hˆn+)
2
L2n
((
1 + 21h
√
m+ 1
m
)
−
(
1 +
9h
2(m+ 2)
)(
1− 2 h
m+ 2
))
+ O(h4); (6.44)
that is,
$n+1
Nn+1+ −1¿
(m+ 1)(hˆn+)
2h
2m(m+ 2)an+1L2n
(
21
√
m+ 1
m
− 5
2(m+ 2)
)
(6.45)
and if 1¿ 5m=(4(m+ 2)
√
m+ 1), this quantity is positive.
So in the case Nn+1+ = N
n
+, there exists 11 ¿ 0 and /1 ¿ 0 such that if 1¿11 and /¿/1, we
obtain $n+1i ¿ 0, for 06 i6N
n+1
+ − 1.
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In the case Nn+1+ = N
n
+ + 1, we have "
n
+ ¿ 0 and
uˆn+1=2Nn+ =
"ˆn+(hˆ
n
+ − h)2 − (hˆn+ − h)vˆnNn+ + (Gtn=m)(vˆnNn+)2
1− 4Gtn "ˆn+
(6.46)
or
uˆn+1=2Nn+ =
2(m+ 1)
2anm(m+ 2)
(hˆn+ − h)2
L2n
(
1 +
2hm
m+ 2
)
: (6.47)
So, we obtain
$n+1
Nn+1+ −1 =
2
an+1
m+ 1
2m(m+ 2)
×
(
(hˆn+1+ )
2
L2n+1
− (hˆ
n
+ − h)2
L2n
(
1− 2h
m+ 2
)(
1 +
2hm
m+ 2
))
+ O(h4) (6.48)
or
$n+1
Nn+1+ −1 =
2
an+1
m+ 1
2m(m+ 2)
(
(hˆn+1+ )
2
L2n+1
− (hˆ
n
+ − h)2
L2n
(
1 +
2h(m− 1)
m+ 2
))
+ O(h4): (6.49)
In this case, we get
hˆn+1+ = hˆ
n
+ − h+ 1h2L0¿ (hˆn+ − h)(1 + 1hL0) (6.50)
hence, we obtain
$n+1
Nn+1+ −1 =
2
an+1
m
2m(m+ 2)
(hˆn+ − h)2h
L2n
(
21
√
m+ 1
m
− 2m− 1
m+ 2
)
+ O(h4): (6.51)
So if we choose 1 such that 1¿m(m− 1)=((m+2)√m+ 1), this quantity is positive and in this
case it is again possible to choose 1 and / such that $n+1i ¿ 0 for 06 i6N
n+1
+ − 1.
If we use a P1-approximation on the last interval, we only get in this case
uˆnNn+1+ −1 =
1
an
m
2(m+ 2)
(hˆn+ − h)hˆn+ + O(h4) (6.52)
and
$n+1
Nn+1+ −1 =−
1
an+1
m
2(m+ 2)
(hˆn+ − h)h+ O(h3)¡ 0: (6.53)
So it is necessary to use a P2-approximation on the last interval to get $n+1i ¿ 0 for 06 i6
Nn+1+ − 1.
Remark 6.2. In the case m = 1, we get L0 = 4:43; from the computational tests, with a space step
h = 0:1 and an initial time step Gt0 = 0:01, the limits of the support of the approximate solution
satisfy:
sn+; s
n−6 4:594 with a P1-approximation on the last interval,
sn+; s
n−6 4:516 with a P2-approximation.
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We deduce immediately the following result:
Proposition 6.3. If the initial condition satis9es u0(x)6 -(x)=T , x∈R, then the approximate solu-
tion has a support bounded by Ln at any time tn.
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